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Includes:
FULLY
CUSTOMIZED
PROGRAM:
The Manager Development 

Program begins with a 15-minute 

emotional intelligence 

assessment which measures 

biases and clarity in thinking. 

The assessment results are used 

to generate custom leadership 

development program focusing 

on the participant’s strengths 

and blind spots.

It’s a turn-key coaching program 

customized especially for the 

coaching participant and led by 

a coach of your choice, (e.g. 

an external HR Consultant, an 

internal training manager, or even 

the participant’s direct manager.) 

Custom Leadership Development Report

13 eLessons

Coach’s Manual

The participant will receive a customized detailed 

Leadership Development Report describing their 

natural strengths and blind spots as they relate to 

leading, developing, and communicating with their 

teams. 

The participant will receive 13 eLessons, over 

the course of 6-months. These eLessons are 

emailed every two weeks and include custom 

development tips and tactics they can begin 

working on and implementing immediately.

A coach’s manual to facilitate the program includes:

• Points of emphasis for each eLesson 

• Talking points and discussion questions for each   

   coaching session

• Follow up materials after each coaching session

• Virtual Coach videos to help facilitate each 

   coaching session

• Kick Off video

• How to Run the Monthly Coaching Meetings video
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COACH’S 

MANUAL
For oversight of 

Manager Development 

Program Participants.
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Knowing the Roles and Placing People in the Best Positions  
Every effective athletic coach knows the different skills and abilities needed to play each position on the 

team. Imagine a football coach letting his player with no kicking ability be the field goal kicker for the 

team! He would never do that because kicking ability is necessary for a field goal kicker's success. 

Effective managers are like effective coaches in that they know the skills, abilities, and expertise 

required for each and every role. Five things are needed to be able to do this: 
A language that accurately describes the skills and abilities of people  

Being able to describe a person as being an extrovert or having a warm personality is not enough to be 

a good manager. Effective managers develop a vocabulary and an ability to use this vocabulary that 

provide precise ways of defining different skills and abilities. Such a list, called the Skills and Abilities 

List, is provided at the end of this lesson.  A clear definition of success for the different roles and what skills each requires  

Every role requires that the person filling that role be good at a number of different skills. Effectiveness 

in selling requires at least five different skills and abilities including being persistent without being 

insistent and being able to handle rejection. Effectiveness in managing requires at least seven different 

skills and abilities including being comfortable succeeding through others' efforts and being principled 

without being dogmatic. Effective managers know the different skills and abilities required for each role. 

Examples:   
Most managers believe that empathy and compassion are essential for a person to be effective in 

customer service. Our studies indicate that a person must be able to read people but that compassion 

and empathy about the customers' feelings actually gets in the way of effective customer service and 

causes the person to burn out because he is influenced by the negative feelings of disappointed or 

angry customers.  

A second example of a commonly held misconception concerns salespeople. Most people believe that 

if a person is talkative and pushy, he will be good in sales. Certainly, story telling is an important skill for 

sales people, but more critical is the ability to listen to the prospect, because people buy what they want 

to buy and a salesman's job is to hear from the prospect what he is willing to buy. So people who talk all 

of the time are often ineffective in sales because they talk without listening. 
An ability to see or measure what a person is actually able to do  

Everyone has biases that cloud their ability to evaluate other people. Effective managers develop a 

better-than -average ability to look past their own biases and see what a person is actually able to do 

and not do. They do not suffer from being overly optimistic or pessimistic, being so one-sided that they 

are blind to certain skills in others, or being so self-serving that they resist others receiving recognition. 

Make sure that you do not get confused thinking that a person is able to do a certain task just because 

she says so in a meeting. What people agree to and what they actually accomplish are often two very 

Contact ZERORISK HR today 
to learn more or get started!

800-827-5991 or 
service@zeroriskhr.com

The Clear Direction Manager Development 

Program is an emotional intelligence-based 

program designed to develop your current and 

future people leaders. 



BENEFITS OF THE PROGRAM

E-LESSON TOPICS

REAL RESULTS

Month 1
#1: Managing People as Individuals

#2: The Four Thinking Conditions

Month 2
#3: Why People Contradict Themselves

#4: Desire and Ability to Help Others Succeed

Month 3
#5: Placing People in the Right Roles

#6: Adaptive Nature of Effective Communicators

Month 4
#7: Clear Direction and Motivating Support 

#8: Motivating Others

Month 5
#9: Management Method #1 - Directing

#10: Management Method #2 - Coaching

Month 6
#11: Management Method #3 - Delegating

#12: A Review of the Three Management Methods

#13: Reviewing Performance

“What I enjoyed the most about the 

program is the mental breakthrough I had. 

I am now spending more time doing what I 

should have been doing all along. This has 

been so good for me.”

- COO, Libertyville Savings Bank

Contact ZERORISK HR today 
to learn more or get started!

800-827-5991 or 
service@zeroriskhr.com

REDUCE 
MANAGEMENT 
HEADACHES 

BUILD 
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HIGH PERFORMING TEAM

DEVELOP  
EFFECTIVE LEADERS 

INCREASE
EMPLOYEE 

ENGAGEMENT

MAXIMIZE 
PRODUCTIVITY


